
 

	

 
Press Release 
 

Top of the Best: The CAMURAI CARBON 
 

 
Unique design, maximum functionality and uncompromising safety: by 
upgrading the successful carbon-series of their classic CAMURAI, Swiss 
helmet specialist CP has improved its top product even further this year. 
 
For more than 10 years, the Swiss helmet 
manufacturer has constantly optimised its exclusive 
winter-sports helmets to meet the highest 
demands, setting new standards in wearing 
comfort, safety and design with the CAMURAI 
CARBON, the flagship of their All-in-One helmet 
collection. Swiss-developed and Italian-produced 
CAMURAI CARBON CP is the undisputed leader of the All-in-One carbon helmets. 
 
Unparalleled wearing comfort meets 
uncompromising safety  
Exceptionally elaborate high-tech carbon material in the 
upper shell makes the visor helmet extremely scratch- 
and impact-resistant, sturdy and lightweight, while the 
optimised, innovative size adapting system with a rotating           
ring provides the perfect fit. The unique, optimised visor fixing from high-quality 
cast polyamide allows precise fastening to the helmet and easy handling even with 
the gloves on. Moreover, the sophisticated visor from polycarbonate protects 
effectively against powder snow, wind and unpleasant drafts. Dazzling snow and 
ice reflections are reduced by the polarised CP VARIO LENS. The unique panoramic 
view, typical for CP, offers additional safety for unrestricted skiing pleasure in all 
snow and weather conditions.  
 
Cool head for sharp turns  
The adjustable ventilation system ensures optimal 
climate control inside the helmet through sufficient 
fresh air supply and the required heat retention in 
extremely cold conditions. The removable and washable inner lining of high-quality 
material provides unprecedented wearing comfort. 
 
 
Details: 



 

	

• Optimal climate control thanks to the adjustable air supply 
• Perfect fit due to the size adapting system with a rotating ring, that ensures 

a snug fit around the head 
• Sturdy visor fixing for precise helmet fastening, replaceable in a few, easy 

and tools-free steps, even with the gloves on 
• The panoramic visor protects effectively against wind and snow, thereby 

offering a uniquely wide field of vision 
• The VARIO LENS darkens as the light brightens, making sunlight always 

comfortable 
• The polarised visor version additionally filters extremely dazzling reflections 

on snow and ice surfaces 
• Maximum comfort and protection also for those who wear glasses, ensured 

by the high-end, triple-layer face foam lip of the visor  
• Detachable ear pads protect against cold, wind and moisture while 

preserving all hearing requirements for safe communication and skiing 
 

 

 
 

 
Colours: carbon shiny/black s.t. 
  carbon shiny/red shiny 
  carbon shiny/white shiny 
                  carbon black s.t./black s.t. 
Visors: DL Polarized / Vario Lens 
  DL Vario Lens Multicolour Mirror 
  DL Vario Lens Blue Mirror 
   
Sizes:  men 53-55, 56-58, 58-60, 60-62 
Price:  Price recommendation € 589.90 / € 529.90 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

	

CAMURAI - Visor helmet right from the very beginning & All-in-One classic  
The CAMURAI is the CP All-in-One classic par excellence. The highly successful All-
in-One visor helmet combines maximum functionality, utmost comfort, optimal 
safety and a unique design, offering a complete package with its innovative shape 
and technical features.  
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Colours: black s.t./black s.t. 
  pearl white shiny/white shiny 
  sulphur spring s.t./black s.t. 
  titan s.t/titan s.t. 
  titan s.t./white s.t. 
  Indian teal s.t./black s.t. 
  power red s.t./black s.t. 
Visors: Polarized / Vario Lens, silver mirror 

DL Vario lens multicolour mirror 
  polarized clear vision, silver mirror 
  clear silver mirror 
  orange, silver mirror 
Sizes:  unisex 53-55, 56-58, 58-60, 60-62  

    
Price: Price recommendation € 359.90 / € 329.90 / € 299.90 / € 249.90 
 
 
 
 
 



 

	

 
 
 
 
 
Other CAMURAI models: 
 
CAMURAI WITH SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS - breathtakingly feminine 
For stylish lady skiers, who appreciate safety and design. The unique ladies visor 
helmet is decorated with genuine Swarovski crystals and sequined ear pads, for a 
glamorous appearance that lives up to the motto of “Excellence in Elegance”. 
 
Colours:      white shiny/white shiny 
  black shiny/ black shiny 
Visor:  clear silver mirror 
Sizes:   Ladies 53-55, 56-58, 58-60 
Price:  Price recommendation € 399.90 
 
 
 
CAMURAI CR - the ultimate eye-catcher for individualists 
For style-conscious trend setters, this All-in-One classic is available in a matte 
satin chrome finish. Super trendy with ideal comfort and of course 
uncompromisingly safe. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Colours:  metal vintage/black s.t. 
  forest/black s.t. 
  blue/black s.t.  
Visors:  DL Vario Lens silver mirror 
  DL Vario Lens multicolour mirror 
  DL Vario Lens blue mirror 
  polarised clear vision 
Sizes:  Men 60-62, Unisex 53-55, 56-58, 58-60 
Price:  Price recommendation € 399.90 / € 369.90 



 

	

CP-FASHIONATSPORTS – Swiss brand made in Europe  

Swiss quality meets Italian fashion flair. In its ALL-IN-ONE ski helmets, the Swiss 
manufacturer based in Ebmatingen, Zurich, combines sophisticated materials, comfort and 
elegance. So “Excellence in Elegance” is not just a catchword but a credo that CP has 
remained true to for years. The head and heart of CP is Claudius Pfister, who established the 
brand over 10 years ago. The production location in Italy is particularly suitable for close 
cooperation between developer, manufacturer and experienced testers. In this way, any ideas 
or suggested improvements find their way directly into ongoing production processes. With 
strategic vision and boldness, Pfister pursues the objective of ensuring that his products 
remain state-of-the-art, now and in future.  

 


